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If scientists could give living cells magnetic properties, they could perhaps manipulate cellular
activities with external magnetic fields. But previous attempts to magnetize cells by producing
iron-containing proteins inside them have resulted in only weak magnetic forces. Now,
researchers have engineered genetically encoded protein crystals that can generate magnetic
forces many times stronger than those already reported.

FULL STORY

If scientists could give living cells magnetic properties, they could perhaps manipulate
cellular activities with external magnetic fields. But previous attempts to magnetize
cells by producing iron-containing proteins inside them have resulted in only weak
magnetic forces. Now, researchers reporting in ACS' Nano Letters have engineered
genetically encoded protein crystals that can generate magnetic forces many times
stronger than those already reported.

The new area of magnetogenetics seeks to use genetically encoded proteins that are sensitive to magnetic
fields to study and manipulate cells. Many previous approaches have featured a natural iron-storage protein
called ferritin, which can self-assemble into a "cage" that holds as many as 4,500 iron atoms. But even with
this large iron-storage capacity, ferritin cages in cells generate magnetic forces that are millions of times too
small for practical applications. To drastically increase the amount of iron that a protein assembly can store,
Bianxiao Cui and colleagues wanted to combine the iron-binding ability of ferritin with the self-assembly
properties of another protein, called Inkabox-PAK4cat, that can form huge, spindle-shaped crystals inside cells.
The researchers wondered if they could line the hollow interiors of the crystals with ferritin proteins to store
larger amounts of iron that would generate substantial magnetic forces.

To make the new crystals, the researchers fused genes encoding ferritin and Inkabox-PAK4cat and expressed
the new protein in human cells in a petri dish. The resulting crystals, which grew to about 45 microns in length
(or about half the diameter of a human hair) after 3 days, did not affect cell survival. The researchers then
broke open the cells, isolated the crystals and added iron, which enabled them to pull the crystals around with
external magnets. Each crystal contained about five billion iron atoms and generated magnetic forces that
were nine orders of magnitude stronger than single ferritin cages. By introducing crystals that were pre-loaded
with iron to living cells, the researchers could move the cells around with a magnet. However, they were unable
to magnetize the cells by adding iron to crystals already growing in cells, possibly because the iron levels in
cells were too low. This is an area that requires further investigation, the researchers say.
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An Innovative Electron Microscope Overturning Common Knowledge of 88 Years History
June 11, 2019 — In conventional electron microscopes, performing atomic-resolution observations of magnetic
materials is particularly difficult because high magnetic fields are inevitably exerted on samples inside ...

Pushing the (Extra Cold) Frontiers of Superconducting Science
Oct. 18, 2018 — Scientists have developed a method to measure magnetic properties of superconducting and
magnetic materials that exhibit unusual quantum behavior at very low temperatures in high magnetic ...

Magnetic Cellular 'Legos' for the Regenerative Medicine of the Future
Sep. 12, 2017 — By incorporating magnetic nanoparticles in cells and developing a system using miniaturized
magnets, researchers have succeeded in creating cellular magnetic 'Legos.' They were able to aggregate ...

Switzerland Winds Up Superconductivity
June 8, 2016 — The unusual electronic properties of some superconducting materials permit lossless and
dense electrical currents at very low temperatures, even in high magnetic fields. Conductors made of these ...
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